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We suggested in last week's letter that there existed certain confusing aspects of market action 

since the October crash. On the one hand, the market had been unusually volatIle (no fewer than six 4% 
corrections over~~ ten montllSJ, yetiillOr't1irSVoratilityhiil:J-raileatoge-neratem(ich~net"progresg--on"'tl1e'""--~-- --
upside, with a rise in the Dow of only 24%. However, the encouraging fact revealed by intensIve 
analysis of this pattern was that it was beginning to look less and less like a bear-market rally. 
Indeed, such a rally, a 24% rise over 178 trading days, had never taken place in the period from 1926 to 
date. 

Although market action can be said, on this basis, to be encouragIng for the long-term, there 
remains at least one attribute of that action WhICh can be taken, properly we think, as a cause for 
concern. That attribute is market breadth and, if anything, breadth behavIor has been deteriorating in 
recent weeks. This raIses some questions as far as the immediate market picture is concerned. 
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The chart above shows the Dow since last October's low, along with our daily breadth index and 

another measure of the market's internal strength---a ten-day average of new highs minus new lows. It 
is worth examining these figures, especially breadth, in some detail. 

The left hand side of the chart shows the immediate aftermath of October 19, a two-day rally which 
brought the Dow to a high above 2000 and involved a concomitant breadth peak. While the Dow low held, 
breadth action continued desultory for the remainder of 1987, and our breadth index posted a new low in 
December. Although the DJIA was able to Score a new high in early January, breadth, at that point, was 
still well below its October 21 high, and it Was not until February 29 that breadth was able to score a 
new peak, thus confirming the Dow's rise. 

That was Just about the end of anything that could be termed good breadth action. The 
advance-decline high was achieved on March 17. As the right hand side of the chart clearly shows, new 
highs in the Dow in April, June, and, finally, on July 5, have remained unconfirmed by breadth. 

Now from an analytical pOint of view, it can be questioned whether or not we should even care about 
this nonconfirmation. Such a disparity is usually an attribute of market tops, and it can be argued 
that these are early days to be lookmg for a major top formation. The Dow has, however, advanced 
almost 25% and IS well beyond an unmistakable low posted Some 38 weeks ago. We cannot therefore totally 
rule out the possibility of a cycle top at thIS time. 

Even if we discount the nonconfirmation aspect, breadth action appears below average. Normal 
breadth action at major market bottoms has almost invariably been a dynamic and protracted rise to new 
peaks. This sort of thing _ contrasts ~markedly _with.,. the __ move~of .. the .... advance-;decline ~line_to ~new ..-lows ... in __ ~ 
December. From its December low to the March high, the breadth index gained 33.38 pOints. At a 
comparative stage following the 1962 bottom, breadth had risen some 55 pOints, and had moved ahead by 60 
points following the low of October, 1966. In both of those instances the percentage move in the Dow 
over a like time period was approximately 25%, just as in the the current instance. It should also be 
noted that our method of computation makes the 'point-advance figures for the three periods comparable. 

There has, moreover, been little recent improvement. Since early June, there have occurred only 
three days with more than 1000 advances, although there have been some fairly sizable DJIA rallIes. 
Although the breadth index has not moved down as sharply as it did in March - May, its action has hardly 
been exciting ~ Continued deterioration could suggest yet another one of the short-term downswings which 
have characterized post-crash action to date, one carrying perhaps to somewhere slightly below the 2000 
level. 
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